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LIA	conditions	are	characterised	by:	
• weaker	SPG	
• increased	AMOC	at	intermediate	levels	(only	significant	in	SPG	region)	
• relatively	warm	SST	in	SPG	region,	cold	in	Nordic	&	Barents	Seas	
	in	accordance	with	reconstructions	(blue/red	dots	in	(c))	
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Paleoceanographic	reconstructions 20th	century	changes	in	the	North	Atlantic	

MPI-ESM-P	Last	Millennium	Simulations

▪ Atmosphere	GCM	ECHAM6:		T63	horizontal	resolution;	47	vertical	
levels.	

▪ Ocean-sea	ice	GCM	MPIOM:	1.5º	horizontal	resolution	(15	km	
near	Greenland,	where	the	North	Pole	is	situated);	40	vertical	
levels.	

▪ CMIP5	past1000	simulations	(850	to	1849	CE)		external	forcing	
conditions	described	in	Schmidt	et	al.,	2011)	

▪ Simulations:	Ensemble	of	three	past1000	transient	runs	followed	
by	“historical”	simulations	(850-2005):	Past1000-R1,	-R2,	and	-R3	
(Jungclaus	et	al.,	2014)

Centennial-scale	variations	in	marine	tracers	are	often	interpreted	as	modulated	by	
the	Atlantic	Meridional	Overturning	Circulation	(AMOC),	implying,	for	example,	that	
a	reduced	AMOC	has	contributed	to	Little	Ice	Age	(LIA)	cooling	in	the	North	Atlantic.	
Other	 studies	 (e.g.	Miettinen	 et	 al.,	 2012)	 suggest	 that	 the	 Subpolar	 Gyre	 (SPG)	
region	 was	 relatively	 warm	 in	 the	 LIA	 and	 cold	 in	 the	 warm	 “Medieval	 Climate	
Anomaly”	and	SPG	dynamics	modulate	heat	transport	to	the	north.	
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•Observed	 warming	 of	 Atlantic	 Water	 in	
Fram	 Strait	 is	 reproduced	 in	 the	
simulations	and	related	to	strong	increase	
in	 heat	 transfer	 to	 the	 Nordic	 Seas	
(Jungclaus	et	al.,	2014).	

•20th-century	 trends	 show	 an	 overall	
weaken ing	 o f	 the	 AMOC	 and	 a	
strengthening	of	the	SPG.	

•Changes	in	MOC	and	gyre	heat	transports	
are	 in	 anti-phase	 in	 the	 SPG	 region	
(Zhang,	2008)
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A	weak	SPG	in	the	Little	Ice	Age	

Consequences	for	European	LIA	climate

•Anti-phase	 variations	 between	 gyre-	 and	
MOC-	related	heat	transports	in	the	mid-
latitudes	 are	 also	 found	 in	 the	 pre-
industrial	 millennium	 (highest	 anti-
correlation	(exceeding	-0.6)	at	ca.	45N	

•At	 these	 latitudes,	 the	 16th	 to	 18th	
centuries	 are	 characterised	 by	 weaker	
SPG	and	stronger	MOC.

• Simulated	 SPG	 change	 around	 1600	 is	 caused	 by	 a	 rapid	 increase	 in	 the	 Arctic	
freshwater	export	and	freshening	in	the	upper	Labrador	Sea	

• This	follows	a	cluster	of	relatively	small-magnitude	volcanic	eruptions	by	1600.		
• Sensitivity	experiments	without	volcanic	forcing	can	produce	similar	abrupt	events.	
• Preconditioning	by	internal	variability	explains	discrepancies	in	the	timing	between	
the	simulated	SPG	shift	and	reconstructed	estimates	for	the	LIA	onset	(Moreno-					
			Chamarro	et	al.,	2016).

•Explaining	low-frequency	changes	in	meridional	heat	transports	
require	careful	discrimination	between	gyre	and	overturning	
components	

•Both	quantities	are	robustly	anti-correlated	at	mid-latitudes	
•The	AMOC	can-not	be	identified	as	driver	of	the	LIA	
•Ocean	circulation	changes	may	have	amplified	the	extremely	
cold	winter	conditions	during	the	LIA	in	Europe

Conclusions

20th century trends in one simulation (color shading)  and mean state (contours) of a) meridional overturning circulation, and b) barotropic 
stream function in the North Atlantic. c) 20th century trends for oceanic heat transport components in multiple realisations (lines): dashed 
lines: gyre, dotted lines: MOC, and solid lines: total heat transports. Grey shading indicates the respective 5-95% interval for PiControl

c)b)a)

Simulated meridional ocean heat transports related to the 
overturning (MOC), the gyre component (red), and the total. Thick 
lines indicate the ensemble mean, thin lines individual 
experiments

European	winter	temperatures	correlate	well	with	heat	transfer	to	the	Nordic	Seas	
• LIA	winter	temperatures	show	very	cold	conditions	over	Scandinavia	
• Modified	ocean-atmosphere	fluxes	in	Barents	Sea	lead	to	anomalous	high	
pressure	situation	favouring	cold	air	advection	over	central	Europe	and	blocking	
over	the	Atlantic/	North	Sea	region	in	accordance	with	data	documenting	typical		
					winter	conditions.

1575-1725 CE anomalies for a) barotropic stream function (Sv), b) meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv), and c) sea surface temperatures (K) 
from the past1000_r2 simulation.
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a) Time series of heat transport across the Iceland Scotland Ridge in comparison with European (land) surface temperatures in the winter 
season (DJF). 1575 - 1725 CE anomalies of b) surface temperatures (K), and c) sea-level pressure (Pa) from the past1000_r2 simulation.
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Anomalies of (upper) gyre and (lower) MOC related heat 
transport (TW) from the past1000_r2 simulation.
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